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Abstract

Recent earthquakes have shown that fault interaction can a�ect rupture sequences. However, few criteria are currently
available to determine which fault segments are strongly interacting. Here we develop a simple, elastic-plastic model of fault

interaction that can assess degrees of interaction within a population of faults using only map traces or displacement pro®les. In
this model, faults interact through their stress ®elds. Examination of map traces and displacement pro®les from 65 pairs of small
(L< 1 m) interacting faults shows that faults respond to reductions in shear stress around other nearby faults by accumulating
anomalous displacement. There is a positive linear relationship between the amount of stress reduction felt at a tip and

anomalous displacement accumulation near this tip. In addition, there is a stress reduction region around faults into which other
faults do not propagate and nucleate. The linear relationship and limit to propagation may be used to estimate degrees of
interaction within a population of faults. We check for model consistency with observations of separation and overlap,

displacement±length ratios, and rift-basin scale fault growth. 7 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Many recent earthquake sequences, including Land-
ers and Northridge in California and Umbria±Marche
in Italy, have involved slip on several interacting fault
segments (Sieh et al., 1993; Jones et al., 1994; Amato
et al., 1998). These events show that fault interaction
can profoundly a�ect rupture sequences. For example,
seismic events may `jump' across interacting faults and
create a larger earthquake than anticipated, such as in
the case of Landers (Wesnousky, 1986; Sieh et al.,
1993). An important consideration for seismic hazard
evaluation is whether an event may jump between seg-
ments. The potential for a `jumping' event partly
depends on the degree of static fault interaction
between faults. The degree of interaction also a�ects
spatial fault distributions (e.g. Cowie, 1998) and fault

population scaling, speci®cally displacement±length

(D±L ) and size±frequency distributions (Cartwright et

al., 1995; Wojtal, 1996; Cladouhos and Marrett, 1996).

These relationships are important constraints on physi-

cal models of fault growth. Understanding and quanti-

fying fault interaction are also important to the

exploration, geomorphology, and stratigraphy of fault-

related structures. In this study we develop a new

method and theory to quantify the degree of fault in-

teraction between pairs of faults.

The growth of isolated faults provides a basis for

quanti®cation of fault interaction. Theoretical models

and observations of natural faults have led to an

understanding of the mechanisms and characteristics

of isolated fault growth. Isolated faults have constant

D±L ratios (Fig. 1) within a particular setting (Dawers

et al., 1993; Schlische et al., 1996). The physical basis

for the constant D±L ratio is derived in the Dugdale

fault growth model (Cowie and Scholz, 1992a). There

are two central features of the Dugdale model. First,

the stress concentration at the fault tip is ®nite; when
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the stress concentration equals the yield strength the
fault will propagate (Fig. 1). Second, the maximum
displacement±length ratio (Dmax/Lmax) depends on the
ratio of yield strength to shear modulus of the rock.

Peacock and Sanderson (1991, 1994) were the ®rst
to observe that displacement pro®les are a�ected by
fault interaction. They found that D±L pro®les of
interacting faults are asymmetric with steep D±L gradi-
ents near interacting tips. The point of maximum dis-
placement in a displacement±length pro®le, dmax, is
shifted toward the interacting tip. Elastic boundary el-
ement modeling results con®rmed that dmax is closer to
interacting tips and that the average displacement gra-
dient is steeper in the interacting region (Willemse et
al., 1996; Willemse, 1997). While the observations of
displacement pro®les generally agree with boundary el-
ement models of fault interaction, presently no quanti-
tative criteria exist to evaluate degrees of fault
interaction based on variations in displacement pro-
®les.

Separation±overlap ratios (Fig. 1) provide a crude

measure of fault interaction. Aydin and Schultz (1990)
measured separation±overlap ratios but did not relate
these ratios to their model. Their model shows that
underlapping fault tips are favored to propagate
towards each other, while overlapping tips are
retarded. Huggins et al. (1996) also measured separ-
ation±overlap ratios. They acknowledged that separ-
ation±overlap ratios provide little information about
the interaction state of the overlap zone. Cartwright
and Mans®eld (1998) measured displacement gradients
and suggested that the wide range of gradients in nor-
mal faults occur because of fault interaction. Later we
show that increasing displacement gradients and
anomalous displacement accumulation occur with
increasing fault interaction. Thus rather than separ-
ation±overlap ratios, displacement anomalies can be
used as a proxy for interaction, but, as we shall see,
the two are related.

To quantify displacement anomalies near interacting
fault tips, we compare D±L pro®les of the `isolated'
faults in a population with the remaining interacting
population. Using the Dugdale model (Cowie and
Scholz, 1992a), and knowledge of stress ®eld variations
around isolated elastic cracks (Segall and Pollard,
1980; Willemse et al., 1996), we develop a simple static
criterion for fault propagation which takes into
account shear stress contributions from nearby faults.
Using predictions from this model, we can quantify
the degree of interaction between pairs of normal
faults using information about their map view con-
®guration and displacement pro®les.

2. What is fault interaction and how should we measure
it?

Two main types of fault interaction occur. Hard
linkage is the case where fault segments are physically
linked to another fracture or fault. This interaction
changes the geometry of the fault plane (e.g. ®gure 8
in Gupta and Scholz, 1998). When faults interact only
through their stress ®elds they are soft linked. In this
case the geometry of the fault plane does not change
signi®cantly. For the faults we study no physical link-
age is observed and we assume fault segments are soft
linked and interacting only through their stress ®elds.
However, segments may be physically linked outside
the plane of observation.

We measured the in¯uence of stress ®eld interaction
on displacement by selecting a representative set of
`non-interacting' faults and comparing them to the
remaining interacting population. Ideally, to isolate the
e�ects of interaction, well-resolved D±L pro®les are
required for interacting and non-interacting faults
within a homogeneous tectonic setting and rock type.
Our fault interaction model is based on a population

Fig. 1. Terminology used throughout the paper illustrated with (a)

map view of interacting fault pair, and (b) elliptical fault plane with

displacement (D ) contours and displacement±length (D±L ) pro®le

shown below. Ratios of dmax±L are written as D±L ratios in the

remainder of the paper. The condition for stress concentration at

crack tips is described by Cowie and Scholz (1992a).
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of faults from the Solite Quarry near Eden, North
Carolina, because they closely approximate this ideal
data set.

Hundreds of small (L<1 m) normal faults in Meso-
zoic siltstones are exposed in the Solite Quarry. The
deep-water lacustrine siltstones of the Cow Branch
Member were deposited within the long, linear Meso-
zoic Dan River rift basin (Schlische, 1993; Schlische et
al., 1996). The Solite Quarry faults all dip toward the
basin bounding fault. They lie at high angles to ®nely
laminated bedding of siltstones, which tend to part
along bedding planes. With such exposures, accurate
measurements can be made of D±L pro®les of a large
number of faults (Schlische et al., 1996) (Fig. 2).

The size of the faults (L < 1 m) permitted measure-
ments to be made in the laboratory, where we illumi-
nated slabs of faulted siltstone so that the fault scarps
appeared dark compared to the surrounding rock
(Fig. 3a). The image was captured with a digital video
camera and then processed to increase contrast using
NIH Image software (Fig. 3b). By using a special fea-
ture of NIH Image (version 1.43) we could calibrate

the horizontal and vertical pixel scales independently.
Millimeter scales were placed parallel to and along the
dip of faults to provide ®ducials for the pixel cali-
bration (Fig. 3a). We also scaled the pixel size with
fault size by zooming in or out, so that small and
large faults were measured with about the same
amount of detail. Using this technique, only the por-
tion of the fault with discernible displacement was
recognized, even if the fault trace appeared longer in
map view.

We sampled only one o�set marker layer for each
fault, such as in Fig. 2. Often we did not know
whether this layer crossed the fault near the center or
edge of an elliptical fault plane. The location of the
marker layer can a�ect the observed D±L pro®le
(Muraoka and Kamata, 1983), depending on the shape
of the overall displacement distribution. For an ellipti-
cal slip distribution, such as in an elastic crack pro®le
(Willemse et al., 1996), D±L ratio does not vary with
the observation location (Fig. 4). However, for a cone-
shaped distribution (Fig. 4a), D±L ratio varies linearly
with distance from the center of the fault plane
(Fig. 4c). Most real faults have slip distributions some-
where between the elliptical and conical end members
(Rippon, 1985; Barnett et al., 1987; Childs et al., 1995;
Gupta and Scholz, 1998). The population of faults
from Solite have nearly elliptical D±L pro®les (Fig. 4b),
meaning that only near the edges of fault planes does
the D±L ratio vary signi®cantly from the ratio at the
center (Fig. 4c). We minimized this source of variabil-
ity in the sample of D±L pro®les by eliminating any
faults that have D±L ratios much lower than the ma-
jority of the population.

We selected a subset of the population that is `non-
interacting' to compare with the remaining interacting
population. The non-interacting faults are separated
from other faults by at least 15% of their total length
(Fig. 1a). This criterion is consistent with An's (1997)
observation that strike-slip faults do not link if separ-
ation is more than 10% of the total length. In ad-
dition, a 15% separation value is consistent with
boundary element models of normal fault interaction
(®gure 10 in Willemse, 1997). Willemse ®nds that as
separation becomes greater than 12.5% of length for
short faults (L/W = 2), the ability of nearby cracks to
in¯uence propagation tendency becomes small, even
for large overlaps. For the non-interacting set, we also
chose faults that have relatively symmetrical D±L pro-
®les; this is because a highly asymmetrical pro®le is a
clear indication of interaction (Peacock and Sanderson,
1991, 1994; Dawers and Anders, 1995; Willemse et al.,
1996). Using these selection criteria we obtained 16
characteristic or `isolated' pro®les. Because the non-
interacting faults may be a�ected slightly by fault in-
teraction, the e�ects of interaction on D±L pro®les
may be underestimated.

Fig. 2. (a) Map view of normal faults. The picture was taken parallel

to a bedding surface that is cut by numerous normal faults. The

rock tends to part preferentially along bedding surfaces or along

fault planes. The fault scarps appear as shadows.

Fig. 3. Fault D±L pro®le measurement technique. (a) Faults were lit

so that scarps appear as shadows. Each fault was photographed with

a digital video camera with a millimeter scale along the length and

dip of the fault plane. (b) The image was processed to increase con-

trast and the remaining black and white image was cleaned up.

Image analysis software counted the asymmetric black pixels, and we

converted the number of pixels to distance in each direction to

obtain D±L pro®les for each fault studied.
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3. Characteristic non-interacting pro®les

Our best estimate of an isolated fault pro®le from
the Solite Quarry was found by averaging character-

istic pro®les (Fig. 5). We cut each displacement±length

pro®le in half along its length and averaged 32 halves

instead of 16 complete faults. This approach is justi®ed

in that each fault tip is isolated and can grow separ-
ately. This enabled us to obtain a better estimate of

the variance around the mean pro®le. We thus

obtained a less noisy characteristic pro®le, without

altering the overall shape of the pro®le. The variance
in characteristic displacement pro®les partly represents

variations in material properties, shape of the fault

plane, and location of the observation horizon with

respect to the fault plane. Although we could not com-
pletely eliminate the in¯uence of these factors, the

average or characteristic pro®le is our best estimate of

an isolated fault pro®le.

The shape of the isolated fault pro®le may change
with material properties, boundary conditions, and

growth mechanisms (Cowie and Scholz, 1992a; BuÈ rg-

mann et al., 1994; Cowie, 1998). Consequently, for

each new population studied we must de®ne a new
characteristic pro®le. Comparing faults within a par-

ticular population is reasonable if material properties,
growth mechanisms, and boundary conditions do not
change signi®cantly within the population. One advan-
tage of using characteristic pro®les is that we do not
need to know the details of how faults accumulate dis-
placement because we assume isolated faults grow by
the same processes as interacting faults. The method
should work the same for populations of faults that
grow by creep, are seismogenic, or that have ®nite, lin-
ear, or zero displacement gradients near the tips.

4. A simple fault interaction model

Though displacement ®elds in the Solite Quarry
faults are obviously permanent now (Fig. 2), we
assumed that displacement ®elds were elastic at the
time that these faults stopped growing. We previously
validated this assumption by comparing observed fault
displacement ®elds from the Solite Quarry population
with an elastic boundary element solution (Gupta and
Scholz, 1998). We found that a dislocation model
within an elastic material can describe the displace-
ment ®eld around a fault accurately despite the large
strains and time scales often associated with faulting.

Fig. 4. (a) Circular fault planes with contours of displacement, either cone or half-ellipsoid shaped. Dashed lines indicate possible observation lo-

cations. Dark solid line indicates normalized distance from the center of the fault plane. (b) D±L pro®le for di�erent slip distributions. The Solite

Quarry fault population pro®le is almost the same as that for an elliptical slip distribution except near the tips. (c) D±L ratio vs. normalized dis-

tance from the center of the fault plane. For an elliptical distribution, the ratio does not change with sampling location. For a cone-shaped distri-

bution, the ratio decreases linearly with sampling distance from the center of the fault plane. The D±L ratio for the Solite Quarry faults does not

change signi®cantly until sampling reaches the edge of the fault plane.
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Because a model with elastic rheology can reproduce
observed fault displacement ®elds, we could assume
that the elastic stresses did not relax during fault
growth. All accumulated displacement contributed to
the stress ®eld around these normal faults. Thus we
can de®ne a net static stress drop which is calculated
based on the net displacement on these faults. This is
analogous to the static stress drops produced by earth-
quakes. For an earthquake, the average static stress
drop, Ds, is given by

Ds � Cm

�
Du
L

�
, �1�

where Du is mean slip, L is the characteristic rupture
dimension, C is a constant that depends on rupture
geometry, and m is the shear modulus (Starr 1928;
Scholz, 1990). Because the displacement±length ratio is
typically 100 times greater for faults than the slip±rup-
ture length ratio for earthquakes (Scholz, 1990), the
net static stress drop is also about 100 times greater
for faults. In order to calculate precisely stress drop
for the volume around a rupture plane, more infor-
mation is needed about the event's slip distribution
than its mean slip. Because this information is often
di�cult to obtain, seismologists generally calculate
only average static stress drop. In this study, we calcu-
late variations in net stress drop around faults by
using observed D±L pro®les (Appendix A).

For an isolated fault, the elastic-plastic Dugdale
model requires that the stress concentration at the
fault tip must just equal the yield stress (Cowie and
Scholz, 1992a). At the crack tip, material deforms plas-
tically, while ahead of the crack tip material deforms

elastically. We extend this analysis by noting that adja-
cent to normal faults, shear stress has fallen, except
near the tips where there is a stress concentration
(Fig. 6; e.g. Segall and Pollard, 1980; Willemse et al.,
1996). Note that the shear stress distribution shown in
Fig. 6 is for an isolated normal fault. The stress distri-
bution around an isolated fault is a ®rst-order approxi-
mation to the stress ®eld around interacting faults.
However, the stress distribution around two interact-
ing faults can be quite perturbed (Segall and Pollard,
1980; Crider and Pollard, 1998). We consider only the
shear stress changes induced on a locked fault by slip
on a nearby fault.

For a mode III fault tip to continue to grow within
the lower shear stress region (Fig. 6), the stress concen-
tration at the crack tip must increase to balance the
stress drop. This propagation criterion is expressed as

sp�F � � sy � Ds�F 0 �, �2�
where sp�F � is the peak stress at the tip of fault F, sy is

Fig. 5. Characteristic pro®le. We attempted to obtain the ideal isolated fault pro®le by selecting as many `isolated' faults as possible. We found

16 relatively isolated faults (thin gray lines) and averaged all halves (thick solid line). Standard deviations around the mean pro®le are also

shown (thick dashed lines). For comparison, we show a fault with a very low D±L ratio (thin shaded line) that we did not include in our analysis

because we may have observed it near the fault tip. In all further analysis, D±L pro®les are compared to the characteristic pro®le (thick solid

line) in units of standard deviation.

Fig. 6. Map view of the stress ®eld around an isolated fault. Each

fault is surrounded by a region of stress drop and stress increase

near the tips.
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the material yield strength, and Ds�F 0 � is the shear
stress drop produced by a nearby fault, F ', at the tip
of fault F. For an isolated fault, peak stress equals
yield strength, as the Dugdale model requires. For
mode II tip propagation, variations in normal stress
must also be considered (Segall and Pollard, 1980).
One way to increase stress concentration near the tip,
sp�F �, is to increase the displacement gradient.

The stress ®eld around a fault attracts or repels
other faults. Aydin and Schultz (1990) showed that
underlapping fault tips are favored to propagate
towards each other, while overlapping tips are
retarded. If the tip of fault F is located in the region of
stress increase around fault F ', stress drop is negative
and Eq. (2) predicts a smaller peak stress and displace-
ment gradient (Fig. 6). If a fault F grows into a stress
concentration region, it will be attracted to fault F '.
Fault F may extend in length because Eq. (2) will not
be balanced until its displacement gradient becomes
smaller or its interacting tip reaches a region of stress
drop. Faults in an underlapping con®guration are
rarely observed (see Aydin and Schultz, 1990), perhaps
because they grow once their tips reach a high stress
concentration.

In contrast, once the tip of fault F reaches the stress
drop region around fault F ', Eq. (2) predicts an
increase in displacement near the interacting fault tip
is required for the fault F to continue to propagate. In
this case, one can say that fault F is repelled by fault
F '. As interaction and displacement increase, stress

increases in the overlap zone, which is located in the
hanging wall of one fault and the footwall of the other
(see Crider and Pollard, 1998). Eventually the stress
may exceed the critical yield strength; at this point the
overlap zone may fail and the faults may begin to co-
alesce.

5. Observed fault interaction

The simple model of the two-fault interaction
described above can be tested by comparison with
data. Displacement±length pro®les for 115 faults and
overlap and separation values for 65 pairs of interact-
ing faults are archived in an electronic annex (http://
veo.elsevier.nl/sg/publish/897). In a few cases, we
examined interaction at each tip of a particular fault.

We analyzed faults in a pairwise fashion, as is
shown in Fig. 7. Because we did not know which fault
grew ®rst, we ®rst assumed one fault from each pair
produced a stress drop region while the other fault
was a�ected by the stress drop. As above, the fault in
the role of stress drop producer is called fault F ', while
the fault in the role of propagator is called fault F. In
order to compare the e�ect of fault interaction on D±
L pro®les for faults of di�erent sizes, we normalized
all of our data to the fault length (L ' ) of the stress
drop producer (Fig. 7). Interaction was quanti®ed as
the summed displacement anomaly in the overlapping
portion of fault F, measured in standard deviations

Fig. 7. Pairwise displacement anomaly analysis technique. (a) For each pair of interacting faults, one fault (F ' ) was arbitrarily chosen, all dis-

tances were normalized to this fault's length (L ' ) and the stress drop due to fault F ' was calculated for the point where fault F ends. Displace-

ment anomaly, measured in standard deviations from the characteristic pro®le, was de®ned to include only the anomaly within the overlapping

portion of fault F. The stress drop is compared to the displacement anomaly in Figs. 8 and 9. (b) Because we did not know which fault grew

®rst, the roles of each fault were reversed and the same analysis was repeated. Thus we obtained two stress drop and displacement anomaly

measurements for each pair of faults.
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from the characteristic pro®le (Fig. 7a). Stress drop
was calculated as if fault F ' is isolated, has a charac-
teristic displacement distribution (Fig. 5) and a length±
width ratio of two. Information about the real displa-
cement distribution on fault F ' was not used to calcu-
late stress drop. The method of stress drop calculation
is described in Appendix A. We then switched the
roles of each fault and repeated the analysis (Fig. 7b).
Thus, two values of stress drop and displacement
anomaly are produced for each pair of interacting
faults.

Our simple model is tested by comparing these
results with normalized values of overlap and separ-
ation (Fig. 8). It may be useful to visualize fault F ' as
initially isolated and lying along the x-axis. Curves of
constant stress drop about fault F ' were calculated for
an isolated fault with a standard geometry using the
method described in Appendix A. As the tip of fault F
grows toward fault F ', its growth may be a�ected by
the stress distribution around fault F ' (represented by
the contours). Each symbol on Fig. 8 is placed at the
point where the tip of fault F stopped growing (see
Fig. 7).

Two main observations can be made with Fig. 8.
First, note that faults with larger displacement
anomalies (dark symbols) have grown into regions of

higher stress drop. Second, none of the faults have
grown into stress drop regions higher than about 200±
300 MPa, as indicated by the stress drop contours.

There is a positive linear relationship between dis-
placement anomaly on the overlapping portion of fault
F and stress drop caused by fault F ' (Fig. 9a). If stress
drop is unrelated to displacement anomaly, we would
expect 95% of the data to lie within 22 standard devi-
ations of the characteristic pro®le, as indicated by the
light dashed lines in Fig. 9(a). Only between 0 and 50
MPa is most of the data within22 standard deviations
of the characteristic pro®le. This indicates that, within
the natural variation in characteristic pro®les, there are
no signi®cant displacement anomalies at these low
stress drops. In contrast, between 200 and 250 MPa,
most displacement anomaly values are greater than
+2 standard deviations from the characteristic pro®le.
Thus, at high stress drop, faults have quite discernible
displacement anomalies. The displacement anomaly on
overlapping portions of faults clearly shows a positive
dependence on stress drop, with the trend given by the
solid line in Fig. 9(a). Dark dotted lines are extrapo-
lated with the same slope as the trend line, from 22
standard deviations around the characteristic pro®le at
zero stress drop. These dark dotted lines indicate that
the scatter around the trend line remains approxi-

Fig. 8. Separation vs. overlap normalized to fault length as shown in Fig. 7. The shade of the symbol indicates the magnitude of the displacement

anomaly in the overlapping region. Black symbols are most signi®cant, at least three standard deviations from the characteristic pro®le. Lines

represent stress drop contours around a fault with a characteristic pro®le. As described in Fig. 7, two points are plotted for each pair of interact-

ing faults.
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mately constant. This suggests that the scatter around
the trend line is not due to interaction, but is part of
the natural variation in displacement pro®les.

Interacting fault pairs that are part of a multiple
segment array can have higher displacement anomalies
for a given stress drop than pairs that are not part of
a larger array (Fig. 9b). Higher displacement
anomalies in the middle of arrays are expected if these
segments have greater fault plane width±length ratios
(see Fig. 1b for de®nitions) than is assumed (Willemse,
1997). However, fault segments in the middle of arrays
do not have consistently higher displacement
anomalies for a given stress drop than segments on the
outside of arrays.

Examples of fault pairs at di�erent levels of inter-
action are shown in Fig. 10. For ease of comparison,
all data are normalized to their respective fault lengths.
For non-interacting faults (Fig. 10a), the pro®les of in-
dividual segments are very similar to the characteristic
pro®le; in contrast, the sum of both segments is farther
from the characteristic pro®le. As faults grow farther
into their respective stress drop ®elds (Fig. 10b), the
individual pro®les diverge from the characteristic pro-
®le, especially in overlapping portions, while the com-
posite pro®le more closely resembles the characteristic
pro®le. At some point, the combined fault pro®le is
almost identical to a single isolated fault pro®le
(Fig. 10c); the combined pro®le has a ®nal length
equal to the total length of the interacting pair. Displa-
cement changes rapidly with distance near the tips of
interacting segments, and the sum of both segments
looks like the characteristic pro®le except for a small
de®cit in displacement where the two segments overlap
(see also Dawers and Anders, 1995). We used the dis-
placement anomaly along individual overlapping faults
to measure interaction, but we could have quantitat-
ively compared the summed pro®le to the character-
istic pro®le as a measure of interaction.

5.1. Comparison with other observations

5.1.1. Scatter in displacement±length ratios
Although theoretical models provide the physical

basis for constant D±L ratios within a population of
faults (Cowie and Scholz, 1992a), this relationship has
been controversial because of the large scatter
observed in D±L ratios (Walsh and Watterson, 1988;
Marrett and Allmendinger, 1991; Cowie and Scholz,
1992b; Gillespie et al., 1992; Dawers et al., 1993). It
has been suggested by several researchers that scatter
in the D±L ratio is due to fault interaction (e.g.
Dawers et al., 1993; Cartwright et al., 1995; Wojtal,
1996; Willemse et al., 1996). Our results suggest that at
least half of the scatter may be due to interaction. For
the Solite Quarry faults, D±L ratios for the non-inter-
acting characteristic pro®les vary by a factor of 3
(Fig. 5), whereas for the whole interacting population
the ratio can vary by a factor of 10 (Schlische et al.,
1996).

Furthermore, the average D±L ratio of the charac-
teristic pro®les is 0.021, whereas the average for a lar-
ger data set from the Solite Quarry is 0.030 (Schlische
et al., 1996). The larger population average appears to
include many faults and segments that are interacting
strongly with other faults. For isolated faults, D±L
ratios are proportional to yield strength and inversely
proportional to shear modulus (Cowie and Scholz,
1992a). For faults in an interacting population, D±L
ratios also depend on the stress distributions from
nearby faults (Section 4). Thus high average D±L

Fig. 9. Displacement anomaly of fault F vs. stress drop due to fault

F '. Light dashed lines are22 standard deviations around the charac-

teristic pro®le; without interaction, 95% of data should lie between

these lines. The solid trend line is the least squares best ®t to the

two-segment data and the dark dotted lines are 22 standard devi-

ations extrapolated around the trend line: (a) for two interacting seg-

ments, (b) for three or more interacting segments. Lines are imposed

from the two-segment data in (a).
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ratios in interacting populations can be a re¯ection of
the level of interaction within a population as well as
the material properties.

Interaction can also decrease the average D±L ratio.
This will happen if, for example, two faults have
linked recently and have not yet accumulated all the
displacement appropriate for the size of a new single
fault. However, because the average D±L ratio for the
population is so much greater than for the character-
istic pro®le, our data suggest that this e�ect is small.

This implies that faults do not link until they have
accumulated most of their composite displacement (see
also Fig. 10c).

5.1.2. Separation and overlap
Separation±overlap ratios do not provide enough

geometrical information about an interacting fault pair
to estimate the degree of interaction between segments.
Our overall separation±overlap data set is similar to
those of Huggins et al. (1996) and Aydin and Schultz

Fig. 10. Examples of fault growth with increasing interaction. All distances were normalized to length so the pro®les could be directly compared

to each other. The sum of both segments was normalized to the total length. The dark solid line is the characteristic pro®le, the shaded lines are

for two separate faults, the dashed line is for their sum. The map view con®guration of fault pairs are plotted to the right of pro®les. (a) Fault

pair which is not strongly interacting. Separation±overlap ratio is 0.33. (b) Fault pair which is interacting moderately. Separation±overlap ratio

is 0.53. (c) Fault pair which is interacting very strongly and may be ready to link. Separation±overlap ratio is 0.25. Clearly, the separation to

overlap ratio alone contains little information about the degree of interaction between segments.
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(1990). In all data sets, separation±overlap ratios span
one order of magnitude. We observe a large overall
range in separation±overlap ratios (0.1±2.0), but faults
with high anomalous displacement near the tips have a
much narrower range, 0.1±0.35 (Fig. 11). However,
faults that are not interacting strongly can also have
small separation±overlap ratios (open circle in Fig. 11
and see Fig. 10). Thus, only when one ®rst di�eren-
tiates between strongly interacting and other fault
pairs are separation±overlap ratios meaningful. For
example, pull-apart basins have a narrow range of sep-
aration±overlap ratios (or basin dimensions) of 0.12±
0.7 (Aydin and Nur, 1982). This may be because any
two faults producing a pull-apart basin are physically
linked already.

In contrast to separation±overlap ratios, separation
and overlap values can distinguish between interacting
and non-interacting fault pairs if normalized to fault
length (L ' ) and interpreted within the context of stress
drop (Figs. 8 and 11). Our results show that the proxi-
mity of a fault tip (a symbol on Fig. 11) to the critical
stress drop contour is a good measure of the degree of
interaction between pairs of faults. In Fig. 11 we see
that a separation±overlap ratio alone cannot determine
the proximity of a fault tip to this critical contour.
Thus overlap and separation data collected without
regard to fault length is useless to determine degrees of
interaction.

5.1.3. Shadow zones
Ackermann and Schlische (1997) have observed so-

called shadow zones in the Solite Quarry population.

These regions around larger faults (master faults) are
devoid of other faults (Fig. 12). A linear relationship
between the displacement on the master fault (d ) and
the perpendicular distance to the nearest fault (S ) is
expressed by Ackermann and Schlische (1997) as S 1
3d. Faults from the Solite Quarry do not grow into
stress drop regions that are higher than 200±300 MPa.
The observed shadow zone boundaries occur in about
the same physical location as this critical stress drop
range. Using the analytical method of stress drop cal-
culation described in Appendix A, we found y 1 3u(x )
or S 1 3d for a constant stress drop of 200 MPa. The
magnitude of the critical stress drop contour does not
concern us here, it depends on material constants. Our
point is that the critical stress drop seems to limit fault
nucleation as well as fault propagation.

5.1.4. Fault interaction in the Malawi Basin, East
Africa

Contreras et al. (2000) have reinterpreted seismic
pro®les across an array of faults in the Usisya Fault
System, Malawi Basin, East Africa. There are four
well-de®ned continuous re¯ectors throughout the
basin, and thus one can observe these faults during
three depositional intervals (Flannery and Rosendahl,
1990; Contreras et al., 2000). By assuming that the rift
basin travel times are proportional to the basin depth,
and that the basin depth is proportional to total dis-
placement, relative displacement and length changes
can be observed through time. In Fig. 13(a), we show
an idealized map of the fault system and displacement
pro®les from Contreras et al. (2000). Here we omit a
few very small interacting faults near the tips of the
larger interacting faults. We analyzed the data for each
time step in the same manner as for the faults from
the Solite Quarry. We calculated displacement
anomalies by comparison with the characteristic fault
pro®le from the Solite Quarry, as the characteristic
Malawi pro®le is unknown. Because we cannot rule
out the e�ect of material properties, boundary con-
ditions, and growth mechanism on the displacement
pro®les, only relative changes between interacting fault
tips in Malawi are interpretable (Fig. 13b). We cannot
determine whether the displacement anomalies are sig-

Fig. 12. `Shadow zone' around a master normal fault and surround-

ing smaller faults in map view (see text for de®nition). Displacement,

d, is shown schematically. S is the perpendicular distance from the

master fault to the nearest fault (after Ackermann and Schlische,

1997).

Fig. 11. Separation vs. overlap ratios. On a plot of separation vs.

overlap normalized to length (L ' ), a constant separation±overlap

ratio plots as a straight line through the origin. Solid circles rep-

resent strongly interacting pairs, open circle a non-interacting tip. By

analogy with Fig. 8, we see the overall range of possible separation±

overlap ratios is quite large. For strongly interacting pairs, the ratio

is narrower. But even if one uses a narrow range of separation±over-

lap ratios to de®ne interaction, the ratio does not distinguish

between interacting faults (solid circles) and non-interacting faults

(open circle).
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ni®cantly di�erent from those of isolated faults. Given
these cautions, we may still gain a qualitative sense of
whether displacement increases in the expected man-
ner.

The array of faults in the Malawi basin appear to
behave in a similar manner to the Solite Quarry faults.
As fault tips grow into progressively higher stress drop
regions, the displacement anomaly increases. However,
the results suggest that this change may not occur in a
completely smooth fashion. Note the interaction
between tips C and D in Fig. 13(b) (circle and dia-
mond). Both tip regions accumulate anomalous displa-
cement as stress drop increases, but in time step 1, the
region near tip C has a lower stress drop and higher
displacement anomaly than the region near tip D. The
situation reverses in time steps 2 and 3. This discon-
tinuous nature suggests that large normal faults grow
as expected over long time scales, but at any particular
moment in time, they may exhibit a more scattered re-
lationship between stress drop and displacement
anomaly.

6. A conceptual model of fault growth

Based on our observations and simple model of
fault interaction, we conclude that as a fault tip grows
into any stress drop region, the displacement anomaly
near the tip increases. The displacement anomaly cre-
ates a higher stress concentration near the tip, which
balances the stress drop produced by the other fault.
Once fault tips grow into a region of critical stress

drop (200±300 MPa for the Solite Quarry population),
fault tips cannot grow farther and they stop propagat-

ing or begin to link. This simple model for fault inter-

action is supported by our observations, which show a

clear linear relationship between stress drop and dis-

placement anomaly up to a critical value. The results

provide a basis for a conceptual hypothesis for the

evolution of two interacting faults into one continuous

linked fault (Fig. 14). This model may be tested as we

obtain more information about the ways in which
faults accumulate slip. Initially, an isolated fault grows

in a self-similar fashion and all parts of the fault may

be actively accumulating displacement (Fig. 14a). As

interaction increases, displacement anomalies increase

near interacting tips, and the lateral growth of interact-

ing tips may slow. Most displacement accumulation

may occur in very speci®c portions of the fault plane

(Fig. 14b±d). As linkage and coalescence occur, displa-

cement accumulation may be concentrated near the

center of the fault plane or in the overlap zone
(Fig. 14e±f).

This displacement accumulation sequence has impli-

cations for fault growth. First, the long-term rate of

growth on a particular linked fault may not be the

same everywhere, rather di�erent regions of the fault

may be more active at di�erent times with varying

rates of slip. This appears to be in con¯ict with obser-

vations of normal faults, which show constant displa-

cement accumulation rates over long time scales (Nicol

et al., 1997). The model also suggests that the nuclea-
tion points of a particular linked fault typically are not

near the maximum displacement as is often assumed.

Fig. 13. (a) Idealized map view of Usisya Fault System, Malawi Rift Basin, East Africa. The pro®les plotted on each fault represent the accumu-

lation of displacement in three time steps. The ®nal D±L ratio of the combined array is 0.03 (Contreras et al., 2000). Letters refer to fault tips

and numbers to time steps. (b) Displacement anomaly vs. stress drop. The stress drop±displacement anomaly paths are plotted for the four fault

tips shown in (a). Each tip has three symbols plotted, one for each time step. All fault tips start with lower stress drop and increase in stress

drop in each successive time step. (Data courtesy of Contreras et al., 2000.)
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Instead, the displacement maximum is likely to be the
last place to accumulate displacement.

Knowing the degree to which fault segments interact
is not only important to understanding the faults
themselves, but also the structures associated with
them (e.g. Segall and Pollard, 1980; Anders and
Schlische, 1994; BuÈ rgmann et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et
al., 1997; Crider and Pollard, 1998; S. Gupta et al.,
1998, 1999; Dawers and Underhill, 2000). As Dawers
and Underhill (2000) have already observed in the case
of normal faults, the basin depocenter will migrate as
interaction increases. As interaction progresses, sedi-
mentation patterns change from deposition within in-
dividual subbasins to one continuous basin (Schlische,
1993; Anders and Schlische, 1994). Throughout the
early stages of fault interaction (Fig. 14b±e), sediments
can be transported from the footwall, through the
overlap zone, and deposited in a subbasin, although
the character of the sediments may change as inter-
action progresses. Once coalescence occurs, the supply
of footwall-derived sediments through the overlap
zone may shut o� (S. Gupta et al., 1999).

The continuity of summed D±L pro®les across the
overlap zone in advanced stages of interaction
(Fig. 10c) suggests that displacement accumulation
near segment boundaries depends on stress ®eld inter-
action. Quanti®cation of the degree of long-term static
fault interaction (e.g. Scholz and Gupta, 2000) in con-
junction with dynamic models of rupture propagation
(e.g. Harris and Day, 1993) may lead to better seismic
hazard estimates near interacting fault segments.

7. Summary and conclusions

We have described a model for fault interaction
based on a simple elastic-plastic crack model for fault
propagation and observations from the Solite Quarry
normal fault population. The elastic-plastic Dugdale
model assumes that the tip region is always near fail-
ure; the stress concentration at the tip must just equal
the local yield strength (Cowie and Scholz, 1992a). In
the case of interacting faults, the local yield strength
e�ectively increases as shear stress drops. In order to
grow in length, an interacting fault requires enough
strain energy to break new fault surface ahead of the
fault tip and to overcome the drop in shear stress that
is produced by a nearby fault. Consequently, as a fault
grows toward another fault's stress drop region, its
growth is retarded. Displacement pro®les and map
traces from the Solite Quarry and East African Rift
show that tip propagation into higher stress drop
regions is proportional to displacement increase near
fault tips. Anomalous displacement increases the stress
concentration at an interacting tip; this provides the
additional strain energy necessary for tip propagation.

Fig. 14. Conceptual model: interaction of sub-parallel faults. (a) Pre-

interactionÐmap view (arrows indicate propagation direction), sym-

metrical D±L pro®le is shown below. Shading represents di�erent

periods of displacement accumulation. (b) Weak interactionÐwhile

underlapping, an increase in shear stress near tips may drive faults

to accelerate towards each other, until a stress drop region is

reached. Underlapping faults are rarely observed. (c) Moderate inter-

actionÐafter entering the stress shadow, propagation decelerates

and displacement begins to accumulate near interacting tips, and

steep pro®les develop on interaction ends. (d) Strong interactionÐ

any propagation is slow, displacement pro®les near interacting tips

steepen. Individual pro®les are now very di�erent from the charac-

teristic pro®le and the composite pro®le is closer to the characteristic

pro®le. (e) LinkageÐonce critical stress drop is reached, propagation

stops, minor linkage structures form, displacement accumulates in

the linkage region, and the summed pro®le approaches that of a

single fault. (f) CoalescenceÐlinkage is complete, the displacement

pro®le is now appropriate for a single long fault. Propagation of dis-

tal ends resumes, leaving segment boundary behind. Portions of the

overlap zone may now become part of the fault gouge.
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Propagation into higher stress drop regions stops
once a tip reaches a critical stress drop value (200±300
MPa for faults from the Solite Quarry). The physical
basis for this critical value is only vaguely understood,
but the observations are clear (Figs. 8 and 9). In ad-
dition, boundaries of shadow zones (Ackermann and
Schlische, 1997) coincide with the critical stress drop
contour, which suggests that stress drops greater than
the critical value also prohibit fault nucleation.

Accumulation of anomalous displacement on inter-
acting segments creates biases in estimates of fault
population D±L ratios. Speci®cally, anomalous displa-
cement accumulation leads to higher D±L ratios than
would be expected for isolated faults. By comparison
with our best estimate of non-interacting fault pro®les,
interacting faults may account for at least half the
scatter in D±L ratios.

In the ®nal stages of interaction, combined D±L
pro®les of interacting faults mimic that of an isolated
fault (see also Dawers and Anders, 1995; Willemse et
al., 1996). This observation suggests an expected
sequence of displacement accumulation on interacting
fault pairs. In this sequence, during advanced stages of
interaction most displacement accumulates in the over-
lap zone. This is supported by observations of a three-
segment array from the Malawi Rift Basin, East
Africa. In the last stage of observed growth, displace-
ment accumulates mostly in the middle segment
(Fig. 13; Contreras et al., 2000). If correct, this
sequence has consequences for sediment transport,
drainage network development, and for interpretations
of rift-basin stratigraphy.

We show that separation and overlap values alone
do not provide enough geometrical information about
an interacting fault pair to make good indicators of in-
teraction. However, simply normalizing these values to
the length of an interacting fault can provide enough
information to obtain an estimate of the interaction
state. By combining estimates of long-term interaction
state with analysis of short-term rupture dynamics
(e.g. Harris and Day, 1993), we may improve our
understanding of which seismic events have high po-
tential for rupturing interacting fault boundaries.
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Appendix A. Calculating stress drop

The simplest procedure to calculate the stress ®eld
around our isolated fault would be to use a three-
dimensional (3-D) elastic crack model (e.g. Pollard and
Segall, 1987). However, because the slip distribution in
our standard fault is quite di�erent from the elastic
crack model in the critical region near the fault tips,
this method would produce erroneous results. We used
instead the following procedure.

We started with the two-dimensional solution for
de¯ection of a horizontal surface, w, due to a vertical
screw dislocation with constant o�set (e.g. Contreras
et al., 1997) and modi®ed it to incorporate changes in
slip and depth:

w�x,y� � ÿu�x�
p

�
arctan

�
H

y

��
: �A-1�

The x-axis runs along fault strike, the y-axis is per-
pendicular to the fault plane, u(x ) is the characteristic
slip distribution for a particular population (Fig. 5),
and H is the dislocation depth, which we discuss
below. All distances were normalized to fault length.
However, the true slip distribution is 3-D (Fig. A1a);
we must approximate a 3-D geometry with an analyti-
cal, two-dimensional solution.

The depth of the dislocation, H, will be

H � C2L �A-2�

Fig. A1. (a) A realistic fault plane from Solite Quarry has an ellipti-

cal tip line and displacement varies from Dmax near the center to

zero at the tip line. (b) Dislocation geometry: We use a rectangular

dislocation and uniform displacement with depth, equal to the sur-

face displacement, u(x ), to approximate the displacement ®eld. We

must scale H properly to obtain a reasonable approximation to the

actual displacement ®eld.
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where C2 is a constant that depends on the slip distri-
bution and shape of the fault plane. The depth of
Solite Quarry faults, h(x ), typically varies from zero
near the mode III tips to L/4 near the center of the
fault plane (Fig. A2). We approximate the variable
fault plane depth, h(x ), with H = havg 1 L/8. We also
assume the slip is uniform with depth as is equal to
the surface slip, u(x ) (Fig. A1b). Because slip must
actually decrease towards zero at the base of the fault
(Fig. A1a), our approximation of uniform slip with
depth will produce too broad a surface displacement
®eld. This can be approximately compensated for by
assuming a fault of half the actual depth, i.e. H 1 L/
16. See Mavko (1981) for the equivalent demonstration
for a strike-slip fault. Hence C2 = 1/16.

We obtained a displacement ®eld due to a rectangu-
lar screw dislocation using Eq. (A-1) with the
measured slip distribution, u(x ), and C2 as above. We
compared this displacement ®eld to the numerical sol-
ution for the displacement ®eld around an isolated
fault obtained by Gupta and Scholz (1998). This was a
3-D boundary element model with an elastic rheology
and input of known displacement distribution on an
isolated fault plane (e.g. Fig. A1a). We found the aver-
age least-squares best ®t of the displacement ®eld
described by Eq. (A-1) to the boundary element model
occurred when H = 0.059. The dislocation solutions
given by the two di�erent values of H (0.059 and
0.063) are almost indistinguishable.

We then took the partial derivative of de¯ection, w,
with respect to y to obtain shear strain:

ezy � 1

2

�
@w

@y
� @v
@z

�
� u�x�H

2py2

 
1�

�
H

y

�2
!ÿ1

: �A-3�

We neglected the contribution to shear strain from
@v=@z, the change in displacement in the y-direction
with depth, because it is small relative to the change in
de¯ection, w. Once strain was calculated using Eq. (A-
3), we multiplied strain by the shear modulus, m, to

obtain the shear stress drop distribution around a fault
with a characteristic displacement distribution:

Ds � mezy: �A-4�
In Section 5, we used this analytical method to calcu-
late stress drop around isolated faults.

We assumed a shear modulus typical of shale or
sandstone, 1� 1010 Pa (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982).
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